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UNDER $10

Manhattan Toiletry Bag
Code: 114092
Description: Toiletry bag with a carry handle and a smart shiny
chrome zip. It is manufactured from poly-canvas that is woven with
different coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style
two tone fabric.

Sovereign Pen
Code: 113589
Description: Ornate twist action ball pen which has a comfortable

leather look lower barrel with a smart stitched finish. It has a
brass upper barrel and a spring loaded metal clip. The upper
barrel, clip, centre ring and tip are finished with shiny chrome
plating. Sovereign has a blue TRENDS large volume refill with
1800 metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and
a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. The upper
barrel laser engraves to a natural etch and it can be presented in
an optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box.
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UNDER $10

Tennessee Hip Flask
Code: 113323
Description: 200ml stainless steel hip flask with a hinged screw

top lid. It laser engraves to a natural etch and is presented in a
black gift box.

Urban Coffee Cup
Code: 113084
Description: Trendy 400ml cup with double wall construction

which will keep coffee hot for longer. It features a smart diamond
patterned stainless steel outer wall and a plastic inner wall. Urban
has a secure plastic push on lid with a splash proof sliding cover
and a soft EVA non-marking base. It laser engraves to a stainless
steel finish and handwashing is recommended.
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UNDER $10

Lexus Notebook
Code: 111458
Description: Design inspired medium size note book with 100

leaves (200 pages) of high quality cream paper which is lined.
Other features include a book mark ribbon, a wrap around
closure with a dome and an easy open tab that doubles as a pen
holder. Lexus has a hard cover with a high fashion “heather style”
two tone Neoskin finish.

Slate Coaster Set of 4
Code: 113118
Description: Deluxe natural slate coasters that have four soft non-

slip and non-marking polyurethane pads on the base. The set is
nicely presented in a natural unbleached cardboard gift box with
a window to show off the brand.
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UNDER $20

Venus Drink Bottle
Code:

111271 - Venus Glass Drink Bottle
111266 - Venus Drink Bottle - Silicone Sleeve
112544 - Venus Drink Bottle - Neoprene Sleeve

Description: 600ml borosilicate glass drink bottle which features

a secure screw on stainless steel lid. It can be supplied on its own
or with the addition of a protective soft touch silicone sleeve
or a smart neoprene sleeve which helps to keep drinks cool.
Borosilicate is a lightweight glass which is exceptionally strong and
shatter resistant. Glass is a natural choice for a clean, pure taste
and it offers a safe and eco-friendly alternative.

Verve Flashlight
Code: 104158
Description: Contoured pocket size aluminium flashlight with

three powerful LEDs. It has a woven wrist strap and is beautifully
presented in a magnetic closure gift box. Verve uses one AA
battery which is included and it laser engraves to an oxidised
white colour.
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UNDER $20

Heritage Rimu Pen
Code: 107031
Description: Twist action ball pen which is manufactured from

genuine New Zealand Rimu wood with shiny chrome accents.
It has a Cross style refill with 800 metres of black writing ink. It
can be presented in an optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box.
Wood is a natural material which produces unavoidable variances
in the grain pattern, colour and branding.

Thor Safety Hammer
Code: 109996
Description: Practical car safety hammer and seat belt cutter

which is nicely presented in a printed XD Design gift box.
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UNDER $20

Colorado Picnic Blanket
Code: 109067
Description: 1200mm x 1370mm woven polyester fleece picnic

blanket with a water resistant PE backing. It folds up after use
with a Velcro closure and has a handy carry handle.

Pierre Cardin Notebook Medium
Code: 113319
Description: Pierre Cardin have combined style and functionality

to produce this outstanding medium size notebook with 96
leaves (192 pages) of acid free lined paper. It has a hard cover
with a delightfully textured PU leather finish and an expandable
pocket inside the back cover. Other features include a book mark
ribbon and an elastic closure band. The Pierre Cardin logo is
tastefully debossed on the back cover and subtly printed on the
bottom corner of each page.
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UNDER $20

Caldera Vacuum Flask
Code: 113780
Description: Compact 380ml double wall, vacuum insulated

stainless steel food flask which is perfect for hot single serve
lunches or snacks on the go. It is also ideal for keeping
yoghurt and desserts cool. Caldera has a secure screw top lid
with a handy carry handle and will keep food hot or cold for
approximately six hours. It laser engraves to a stainless steel
finish and is presented in a black gift box. Handwashing is
recommended.

Mirage Vacuum Bottle
Code:

108574 - Mirage Vacuum Bottle
113810 - Mirage Vacuum Bottle - Flip Lid
113967 - Mirage Vacuum Bottle - Push Lid

Description: Premium quality 500ml double wall, vacuum

insulated stainless steel bottle with a secure screw on lid. It offers
exceptional performance and will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or
hot for up to 12 hours. Mirage laser engraves to a stainless steel
finish and is presented in a black gift box.
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UNDER $20

Bopp Sport Activity Bottle
Code: 110006
Description: The designers at XD have produced the most

futuristic Tritan water bottle of all time. This BPA free, 550ml
bottle has a radical hand grip with a soft touch silicon liner which
ensures it is so easy and comfortable to carry. Bopp Sport has a
secure screw on lid with a leak proof closure and is presented in a
printed gift box.

Vibe Bluetooth Earbuds
Code: 112829
Description: Superb set of Bluetooth earbuds which produce

crystal clear, high definition stereo sound and include a
microphone that allows the user to take phone calls while using
them. They will play music continuously for three hours at high
volume and can be recharged in two hours from any USB port
or mains adapter. Vibe is beautifully presented in a smart plastic
case along with a micro USB cable and an instruction leaflet.
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UNDER $40

Swiss Peak Multi Tool
Code: 108618
Description: Swiss Peak design and engineering have combined

to produce a gift that will last a lifetime. This 13 function stainless
steel multi-tool has a multitude of uses and with its handy
carry pouch it will always be at hand when needed. Swiss Peak
considers everything and the multi-tool is beautifully presented
in its own printed gift box. It laser engraves to an oxidised white
colour.

Cylon Speaker
Code: 113156
Description: Smart Bluetooth speaker with the front panel

covered in tasteful heather style fabric. It offers high definition
stereo sound and is compatible with all mobile devices that
support Bluetooth. Cylon has a wireless connectivity range of
over 10 metres and a playing time of approximately 3-5 hours
depending on the volume. It is easily recharged from a laptop,
a power bank or a USB mains adapter and it is supplied with a
Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.
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UNDER $40

Swiss Peak Traveler Umbrella
Code: 110002
Description: Stay dry in style with this compact three stage Swiss

Peak folding umbrella which has automatic opening and closing.
It has an eight panel, 190T showerproof pongee canopy with
53cm ribs. Other features include a windproof eight rib fibreglass
frame, a chromed metal shaft and stunning presentation in a
Swiss Peak gift tube.

Iceland Cooler Basket
Code: 111455
Description: Outstanding 16 litre large cooler basket with a

strong aluminium frame and carry handles which feature soft
rubber hand grips. It has PE foam insulation encased in a
waterproof PEVA inner liner and a secure zippered top opening.
The outer construction is polycanvas which is woven with different
coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style two
tone fabric. Iceland has a handy slip pocket on the front and the
aluminium frame folds flat for easy transportation and storage
when not in use.
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UNDER $40

Bopp Hot Flask
Code: 110003
Description: Award winning 600ml, double wall stainless steel

vacuum flask with a trendy matt finish which is presented in an
XD Design gift box. It features convenient push button operation
along with a smart two tone cup which has a soft touch handle.
This item is recommended hand wash only.

Oslo Blanket
Code: 112592
Description: Luxurious 1524mm x 1270mm soft fleecy blanket

which is ideal for use at home or at any outdoor event. It is
manufactured from 240gsm shu velveteen fleece with a 190gsm
poly-velvet liner. It is beautifully presented in a reusable clear
carry bag with a zippered closure.
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UNDER $40

Nirvana Backpack
Code: 113394
Description: Nirvana is where fashion meets function and this

modern, on trend backpack has all the hallmarks of impeccable
style and superior quality. It is manufactured from poly-canvas
that is woven with different coloured fibres to create a very
fashionable heather style two tone fabric. Nirvana has smart
leather-look accents and a rectangular profile to accommodate
modern larger screen laptops. The bag features the extra
protection of a padded fold-over flap which has a unique
magnetic closure with adjustable straps. The closure, buckles and
rivets are all finished in shiny electroplated gunmetal. The bag
has a heavily padded main compartment with a laptop sleeve,
a padded outer compartment for a smaller laptop or tablet and
padded adjustable straps. Other features include a zippered
external pocket on the front, two external side pockets for water
bottles and smart electroplated silver zips.

Xenotec 10k Powerbank
Code: 113547
Description: Next generation power bank that utilises twin high

density lithium ion batteries to produce an incredible power to
size ratio. It is small enough to carry in a pocket but has a massive
10,000mAh capacity and will charge two devices at once. The
input power is 5V/2.0 Amps and the output power is 5V/2.1
Amps. It has a handy power gauge and can be recharged in
5-6 hours from a USB port or a mains adapter. Comprehensive
instructions and a Micro-B USB cable are included. An optional
EVA carry case and a triple connector cable are available on
request.
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UNDER $60

Arcadia Picnic Backpack
Code: 112790
Description: Superb four person picnic backpack which is

manufactured from poly-canvas that has been woven with
different coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style
two tone fabric. It has a large zippered cooler compartment at
the front which is lined with thick PE foam insulation encased in
a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The rear compartment has a zip
around closure that allows it to open out to 90 degrees revealing
plates, cutlery, napkins and glasses for four people. There is also
a wine waiters knife and salt and pepper shakers. Other features
include an external zippered pocket on the back, a padded front
for comfortable carrying, adjustable shoulder straps and a carry
handle.

Avatar Bluetooth Earbuds
Code: 112861
Description: Unrivalled set of futuristic Bluetooth earbuds which

produce 80 minutes of incredible high definition stereo sound
at full volume. They are stored in a compact carry case with its
own built in power supply. When the earbuds are placed in the
case after use they lock into their magnetic docking ports and
are automatically recharged ready for next time. The case will
fully charge the earbuds 1.5 times and it can be recharged from
any USB port or mains adapter. The earbuds have a built in
microphone which allows the user to take phone calls while using
them and they are supplied with a Micro-B USB cable and an
instruction leaflet.
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UNDER $60

Evolve Bluetooth Earbuds
Code: 114195
Description: Elegant set of Bluetooth earbuds which produce

crystal clear, high definition stereo sound and include a
microphone that allows the user to take phone calls while using
them. They have their own compact swivel open carry case and
can be recharged from any USB port or a mains adapter. Evolve
is presented in a black box with a Micro-B USB cable and an
instruction leaflet.

Swiss Peak Powerbank
Code: 108613
Description: Rugged 8800mAh Swiss Peak power bank which

really packs a punch. It is designed for use in the outdoors and
is rain and dust proof. The input power is 5V/1.5 Amps and the
output power is 5V/2A. Recharging time is 7-8 hours from a USB
port or a mains adapter. Other features include a power indicator,
a flashlight and a carry pouch with a belt loop. It is presented in
a Swiss Peak gift box with a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction
leaflet.
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UNDER $80

Swiss Peak Headphones
Code: 112175
Description: Swiss Peak excels at combining superb functionality

with fashion and their Bluetooth Headphones are no exception.
These headphones produce incredible stereo sound and feature
trendy aluminium ear cases combined with PU cushions that
are as light as a feather. They are compatible with all devices
that support Bluetooth and have the option of using an audio
cable. The headphones have a continuous playing time of
approximately eight hours and are easily recharged from a USB
port or a mains adaptor. They have a luxury carry case and are
presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with a Micro-B USB cable, an
audio cable and an instruction leaflet.

Bobby Backpack
Code: 111278
Description: The Bobby Anti-Theft Backpack from XD DESIGN

combines tough uncompromising security with advanced storage
features and a streamlined futuristic design. It boasts a myriad of
security and safety features including a unique zero entry main zip
closure, two secure hidden pockets, reflective night safety strips
and cut resistant internal panels on the front and sides.
Bobby is a dream to wear with extensive breathable back and
shoulder padding and a revolutionary weight dispersal system
which effectively reduces shoulder weight by up to 20% when
compared to regular backpacks.
Other features include the choice of three opening angles,
an external phone charging port, a luxury carry handle and a
luggage strap so Bobby can slide over the handle of a rolling
suitcase. The outer construction features two layers of tough
waterproof polyester with six millimetre shock absorbing foam
and the cut resistant panels sandwiched between them. All of the
internal pockets are padded and designed for securely holding
a laptop, a tablet, a camera and headphones etc. Bobby is
presented in a printed unbleached cardboard gift box with carry
handles.
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UNDER $150

Duke Cooler Box
Code: 113815
Description: Large double wall, retro style cooler box which has

a tough powder coated steel outer wall and lid with aluminium
inner walls. It has polyurethane foam insulation between the walls
and in the lid to keep drinks and food cooler for longer. The large
upright design will hold up to six bottles of wine with room to
add some ice if required. Other features include a chrome handle
and locking bar, retro chrome accents and a handy bottle opener
on one side.

Swiss Peak Action Camera
Code: 112161
Description: Impressive full HD action camera (1280*720P)

with wide angle and 120 degree functions which produces very
high quality movies and photos. It features a 650mAh lithium
polymer battery that offers one hour of continuous operation
and is easily recharged from a laptop, power bank or USB mains
charger with the included micro USB cable. The Action Camera
has its own padded Swiss Peak carry case complete with an
instruction leaflet and 11 accessories including a handy selfie stick
and various other mounting options. An A Class 10 Micro USB
card (not included) is recommended for optimum performance
and this outstanding gift is presented in an elegant Swiss Peak
presentation box.
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